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A look at the inflow statistics for the last few years

Results from the 2019 report on the impact of climate change on 
hydropower - with updated hydropower dataset

Some recent and ongoing work in NVE

Content
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Is this the new future?









Inflow for NO1, NO2 and NO5



Inflow for NO1, NO2 and NO5

Extreme weather 
incident «Hans»









Observed inflow is increasing faster than in the climate projections
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Annual inflow will continue to increase in the years to come

The average inflow during the winter will increase, but the inflow during the 
winter will vary more from year to year
=> Reservoir management will become more challenging

Spillage will increase

Climate projections indicate that:





Change in inflow until
the end of the century for RCP8.5



Only inflow has been changed between the 
simulations

No changes in the power system, hydropower 
plants or power prices

The hydropower has been simulated with a 
weekly resolution in Vansimtap

The simulated hydropower system is power 
plants in operation by the end of 2022

Method
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Climate change has already influenced hydropower in Norway, and will continue 
to do so in the future

Climate projected inflow still has high uncertainty

Use the newest available historical series for production planning

Production planning ahead of winter in a future climate will also be challenging

A regional downscaling of new climate datasets will be available soon

Some remarks so far



The interplay between the 
environmental restrictions and 
climate change might be challenging

Another driver is the renewal of concessions 

From: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/47wr2R/lurer-paa-naar-vi-faar-satt-ut-baaten-i-sommer



Increased wind production during winter might also influence the 
reservoir strategies

Consumption                       Inflow                                      Wind                                     Solar

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2020/rapport2020_44.pdf 

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2020/rapport2020_44.pdf


Inflow Solar Wind Thermal Consumption

How can we model the impact of climate change on the entire 
power system?

And without compromising the correlation between these variables?



?



Reports on hydro power and climate change from NVE

lenke1                                         lenke2                                                             lenke3                                                       lenke4

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2015/rapport2015_85.pdf
https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2017/rapport2017_29.pdf
https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2017/rapport2017_84.pdf
https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2019/rapport2019_50.pdf


NVE have created a new runoff map for 1991-2020

publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2022/rapport2022_36.pdf, dataset available at: NVE data nedlast

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/rapport/2022/rapport2022_36.pdf
https://nedlasting.nve.no/gis/


New mean annual production values for hydro power plants for 1991-2020



Mean annual production was adjusted down by 1,7 TWh 

*As of november 2022



For more information about the new production values

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/fakta/2022/fakta2022_06.pdf

https://publikasjoner.nve.no/fakta/2022/fakta2022_06.pdf


More hydrological series 
in modelling

Some ongoing work in NVE today



Hydrologiske data til kraftsituasjonsrapporten - NVE

More hydrological data is available in our Power BI-report

https://www.nve.no/energi/analyser-og-statistikk/hydrologiske-data-til-kraftsituasjonsrapporten/


Model of the Noregian hydro power system can be downloaded  from 
nve.no

https://www.nve.no/energi/energisystem/vannkraft/Modell-av-det-norske-vannkraftsystemet/

https://www.nve.no/energi/energisystem/vannkraft/Modell-av-det-norske-vannkraftsystemet/


Thanks for listening

Mail: cave@nve.no  

mailto:cave@nve.no


Net inflow = hydropower production + net change in reservoirs

Gross inflow = inflow in mill. m3 * sum of energy equivalents



Prosentvis endring i 200-års flom ved høyt utslipp 
(2071-2100 vs. 1991-2020)

RCP 8.5

24-t 3-t

Middelflom 21% 29%

200-års 
flom

30% 45%

Carr, S. (m.fl.) 2023. Projected changes in peak flows and implications for climate change allowances. 
NVE Rapport 26/2023, 41 s.

Gjennomsnitt endring (120 nedbørfelt)



The variations between years will not increase 
(according to the climate models)



If you want everything in one figure:



Five different climate models have been used for two different 
emission scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5)
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